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MAMA AND PAPA AND ALL THE COMPLAINTS

Yesterday it occurred to me that I did not always

love my mother as she deserved and as I could, only
because the German language prevented it. The
Jewish mother is no Mutter, to call her Mutter
makes her a little comic . . . Mutter is particularly
German to the Jew . . . the Jewish woman who is
called "Mother" therefore becomes not only comic
but strange. "Mama" would be a better name if only
one didn't imagine Mutter behind it. I believe that it
is only the memories of the Ghetto that stil preserve
the Jewish family, for the word Vater too is far
from meaning the Jewish father.

Kafka, The Diaries, 1910-1913

That motherhood, like flag and
country, has always been a hal-
lowed institution is obvious. In
America, which is in considerable
degree matriarchal, this is especially
true. Nothing, seemingly, evokes

greater adoration than the Ameri-
can mother who, among other trib-
utes, is granted "a day" each year
for a national display of filial love.
She is forever admired, forever
adored, forever exalted.

True of America, it is even truer
of Jewish tradition. From the Bib-
lical matriarchs to the Macabbean
mother of the seven martyred sons
to the sorrowing mothers of the
millons mercilessly slain in our
own day, the function of the Jewish
mother transcended the immediate
range of bearing, preserving, and

educating her own children and
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assumed the milennial role of pro-
tecting the whole people and en-
nobling the nation. Thus, she repre-
sented not only the link between,

say, faith and maternity, or be-
tween motherhood and the Sabbath
but also between "Mothers of the
Beginning" and the modern heroic
"Mothers in IsraeL." Little wonder,
therefore, that the family service

every Sabbath eve includes the re-
cital of Solomon's alphabetical
glorification of the "Woman of
Valor," culminating in the most
tender tribute ever offered to moth-
ers in a single sentence: "Her chil-
dren rise up and call her blessed."

But time, circumstance, and
some radical new orientations in
American Jewish life have, appar-
ently, changed all that. The Jewish
mother, in the main, is not the
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same. Her children rise up but no
longer call her blessed. She is pos-

sessive and smothers her children
with protective love, demanding in
return, gobs of love and gratitude.
She is ambitious for sons and in-
ordinately proud of them when
they succeed. Enormously sucess-
ful, some sons find her obsessive

and one of them, obsessed, cries
out, while recallng his childhood

on a reclining psychiatrist's couch:
"how can she rise with me on the
crest of my genius during those
dusky beautiful hours after school

and then at night, because I wil
not eat some string beans and a

baked potato, point a bread knife
at my heart?" The Jewish mother
is now the butt of derisive laughter.
What has happened, apparently, is
that the American matriarchic tra-
dition was combined with the tra-
ditions of Jewish family life to
produce the American Jewish-
mother joke.

And the jokes run wild. There is
hardly a stand-up or sit-down com-
ic, whether on television or radio,
in Las Vegas or the "borscht-belt"
who does not proliferate the Jew-
ish-mother joke. One such, for ex-
ample, is the advice to a mother

on what to give her son on his
birthday-two tics, so that when
he appears wearing one of them
shc can say: "what's the matter:
don't you like the other tie I gave
you?" Every vaudevile routine is
certain to include these endless,

tasteless and, at times, "humorless"
jokes in almost every act. Most of
them, when viewed critically seem
to imply that the love of the Jew-

ish mother is, ultimately, destruc-
tive. But that, alas, is no joke.

And along comcs Philp Roth in
Portnoy's Complaint' with the
most explosive joke of all. At times
briliant, at other times indecent,

at stil other times boring, but, at

all times, in good "clean" prose,

this book has succeeded, mainly

because of the advanced publicity
in every leading newspaper, journal
and mass media picture magazine
in the country and abroad, to be-

come the conversation piece of the
year. It is the main topic of dis-

cussion at every wedding party,
bar-mitzvah, social club, women's
club and, most decidedly, every
Sisterhood meeting and closing
luncheon. Over half a millon cop-

ies are presently in print and the
author, wallowing in all the na-

tional and international publicity,
is gleefully watching his cash regis-
ter tally "a take" of more than a
millon dollars.

The critical reception, despite
the colossal fiancial success of

the book, has been varied and un-
even. The majority of critics have
been lavish in their praise, callng
this novel, among other things, "an
American masterwork," "pure
gold," "a dazzling performance,"

"the most briliant and the funniest
novels of our time," "a bullseye

hit." Other critics - few in num-
ber, to be sure - taking a more
sober look at the bun's eye, have

said that Roth's latest book "suc-
ceeds briliantly in generating re-

vulsion," and must be faulted fur-
ther for the "superficiality of (its J
treatment" of what some seem to

· Portnoy's Complaint by Philp Roth (New York: Random House, 1969).
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think is the newest and best por-
trait of the artist as a young Jew.
The severest critics, of course, have
been the Jewish pulpiteers - the

Christian clcrgy have, on the whole,
been discreetly silent - condemn-
ing Roth and Portnoy as, at best,
"purveyors of pornography," dev-

ils incarnate who arc attempting
to corrupt the young and old and,
at worst, destroyers of the image

of the Jew, his family and his faith
in the eyes of his "neighbors."

To judicate, therefore, between
these disparate views is diffcult not
only because there may be some
merit to both but rather because

such is not the function of the
critic, any critic. To engage in the
raging battle of this book, to ac-

claim passionately on the one hand,
or, on the other, to condemn mer-
cilessly, would not be, surely, in
the best interests of criticism. For

what constitutes "poetic faith," to
use Coleridge's felicitous phrase -
one of the best-known tags, inci-
dentally, of literary criticism - is

"the willing suspension of disbe-

lief." It is the essence of literature,
one needs recall, "to make a wil-
ing suspension of disbelief in the
selfhood of someone else," espe-
cially in this instance when, in a
running comment on the literary
issues raised by the publication of
Portnoy's Complaint, Roth tells us
emphatically that "in his writing

lifetime, the use of obscenity has
by and large been governed by
one's literary taste and tact and not
by the mores of the audience,"
which only confirms what has long
ago been apparent that in almost

every developed society, "literature
is able to conceive of the self and
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selfhood of others" far more in-
tensely than the general culture

ever can. And it is, therefore, this
conception of the self and selfhood
that alone should move one to con-
sider Portnoy's Complaint. The re-
sults of such consideration may,
nevertheless, prove highly negative.

II

But, first, the story. It is told in
the first person by one Alexander
Portnoy who, at thirty-three years
of age, feels compelled to reveal

to his psychiatrist Dr. Spielvogel

how his loving, protective, posses-
sive Jewish mother destroyed his
capacity to live and love in any
satisfactory way. Simple in outlne,
it is far less simple in meaning.

For Roth, in the person of his hero
has attempted, in an unremittingly

hilarious and hysterical howl of ex-
crementitious anguish, to tell what's
killng him.

Beforc divulging his specific
"hang-ups," however, Roth prints
a mock-dictionary definition of his
hero's affiction. This is published

immediately after the frontispage

to serve, one supposes, as a kind of
general introduction to the entire
book. It reads:

Portnoy's Complaint (pôrt' -noIz
kam-plãnt') n. (after Alexander
Portnoy (1933- ).) A disorder
in which strongly-felt ethcal and
altruistic impulses are perpetually
warring with extreme sexual long-
ings, often of a perverse nature.
Spielvogel says: 'Acts of exhibi-
tionism, voyeurism, fetishism, auto-
eroticisim and oral coitus are plen-
tiful; as a consequence of the pa-
tient's "morality," however, neither
fantasy nor act issues in genuine
sexual gratification, but rather in
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overriding feelings of shame and
the dread of retribution, particular-
ly in the form of castration.' . . .
It is believed by Spielvogel that
many of the symptoms can be
traced to the bonds obtaining in
the mother-child reJationsWp.

What Roth wishes to convey, and
not without a sensc of gleeful satis-
faction, is, first, that the year 1933,
besides somehow indicating Port-
noy's birth and age 33, is also the
year, let us recall, when Judge John
M. Woolsey issued his momentous
decision permitting the printing and
copyright of Joyce's Ulysses. To be
sure, one cannot, by any stretch
of the imagination, compare the
work at hand with that classic of
modern literature. Yet, it dare not
escapc our attention, as it presum-
ably did not Roth's, what the Judge,
among other things, said then: "In
many places it seems to me dis-
gustj¡lg, but although it contains,
as I have mentioned above, many
words usually considered dirty, I
have not found anything that I
consider to be dirt for dirt's sake."
That year, therefore, gave birth to
freedom of expression without
which all art and writing, including
Portnoy's Complaint, would have
been impossible.

But, possibly, of equal, if not

greater, significance than this mock
definition might be the author's
understanding, though never, as we
shall see, fully developed, that it is
of thc essence of both literature
and psychoanalysis to present the

opposition between two principles,
those that Freud called the "reality
principle" and the "pleasure prin-

ciple." That there is in literature
a continuity between pleasure and

reality is certain, witness, for ex-
ample, the poetry of the Roman-
tics, say, Wordsworth and Keats,
and, the greatest of the moderns,

Yeats. The latter's famous sen-
tence "In dreams begin responsi-
bility" is nothing more than an
affrmation that hc bases the moral

life on the autonomy of the youth-
ful hedonistic phantasies.

And, in the earlier and even
more famous equations of Keats
"Beauty is truth, truth beauty,"
the poet is similarly clarifying the
essence of art. The first equation,
as Mr. Triling has correctly noted,

is saying that "the pleasure prin-

ciple is at the root of existence, and
of knowlcdge, and of the moral
life;" while, in the second, Keats is
putting in two words his enormous-
ly complex bclief that "the self can
so develop that it may, in the in-
tensity of art or mediation, per-

ceive even very painful facts with
a kind of pleasure."

Little wonder, therefore, that,
reclining on the psychiatrist's
couch, Roth recalls the painful
facts of his life - his mother, his
father, his gorgeous libido - with
a pleasure, apparently, that borders
on ecstacy. "Look at me," this
smart kid from Newark - 'the
bonditt who doesn't even have to
open a book - A in everything.
Albert Einstein the Second' -
seems to be saying; "look and sec
how I go to the pleasures of the
id, the pleasures of the ego, and,

sometimes, the pleasures of the
supero-ego to reveal 'my modern
museum of gripes and grievances.' .,
But that museum, unlike others, is
accessible, alas, only in the toilets
of his mind.
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What Portnoy flushes out of his
museum is not only the pleasures
but his complaints, or diseases of

the body and mind. Beginning with
his childhood impressions, he re-
calls those complaints which, un-
changed, remained suppressed in
his unconscious until they were
verbalized in all their sordidness to
his "shrink" and his eavesdropping

readers. One of them, of course,

is his father. That little old man,
"kindly, anxious, uncomprehend-
ing," appeared forever crushed by
the colossus known as the insur-
ance company for which he worked
as a salesman. Unable to pierce
the armor or slay the "Waspish"
Goliath that ground him to nothing-
ness and ineffectuality, his father
failed not only as a man and as a
husband similarly crushed by an
"effective" wife but also, alas, as
a father. In a word, Roth'~ word,

he was forever "constipated." So
much so, in fact, that that alone
seemed his chief preoccupation.
Roth describes his malady:

He drank - of course, not whis-
key like a goy, but mineral oil and
milk of magnesia; and chewed on
Ex-Lax; and ate All-Bran morning
and night; and downed mixed dried
fruits by the pound bag. He suf-
fered - did he sufer! - from
constipation . . . He used to brew
dried senna leaves in a saucepan,
and that . . . comprised his witch-

craft; brewing those veiny green
leaves, stirring with a spoon the
evil-smelling liquid, then carefully
pouring it into a strainer, and
hence into his blockaded body,
through that weary and aficted
expression on his face. But all
catharses were in vain for that
man: his kishkas were gripped by
the iron hand of outrage and frus-
tration . . .
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Thus, his father's constipation be-
came at once real and symbolic.

But this physical ailment, it
might be further noted, is not the
only thing that irked young Alex-
ander; he also complains about the
old man's ignorance. In a passage

which, incidentally, curiously es-
caped the attention of all the re-
viewers, Portnoy refers to his father
as a "moron" for reading Coller's
Hygeia and Look but for failng,
of all things, to appreciate Partisan
Review. What is so terribly disturb-
ing is not so much the bitter de-
rision but the gratuitous intellectu-
al snobbery. That a hard-working
insurance salesman would or could
not appreciate this "little mag" -
the Bible of the "Jewish Mafia" -
is no cause for such diabolical con-
demnation. To refer to his father
as a "Philstine" for being unable,

because untutored in the groves of
academe, to genuflect before, say,
Susan Sontag, the current arbitress
of manners, morals, and literary
taste, is to be unforgivably insult-
ing. And that, even more than the
constant and at times, excessive

and boring use of Anglo-Saxon
four letter words, irritates and dis-
gusts even an insensitive reader. A
father, however constipated, may
not move in literary circles but
that does not classify him as a
"schm-," or worse.

For Portnoy, there is, apparent-
ly something worse - his ubiquit-
ous mother Sophie, née Ginsky,
who, as much, or more than his
father, was the outstanding pro-

ducer and packager of fear and
guilt. Because she could "accom-
plish anything" with her overpow-

ering, overbearing nature, she
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forced Alex to race screaming from
her clutches into all sorts of places
and objects to do "his little thing."
Listen as he recalls, with shrieking
laughter, her performance during
the polio season:

She should have gotten medals
from the March of Dimes! Open
your mouth. Why is your throat
red? Do you have a headache
you're not tellng me about? You're
not going to any baseball game,
Alex, unti I see you move your
neck. Is your neck stiff? Then why
are you moving it that way? You
ate like you were nauseous, are
you nauseous? Well, you ate like
you were nauseous. I don't want
you drinking from the drinking
fountain in that playground. If
you're thirsty wait until you're
home. Your throat is sore, isn't it.
I can tell how you're swallowing.
I think maybe what you are going
to do, Mr. Joe DiMaggio, is put
that glove away and lie down.
I am not going to allow you to
go outside in this heat and ru
around, not with that sore throat,
I'm not. I want to take your tem-
perature. I don't like the sound of
this throat business one bit. To be
very frank, I am actually beside
myself that you have been walking
around all day with a sore throat
and not telling your mother. Why
did you keep this a secret? Alex,
polio doesn't know from baseball
games. It only knows from iron
lungs and crippled forever! I don't
want you running around and
that's finaL. Or eating hamburgers
out. Or mayonnaise. Or chopped
liver. Or tuna. Not everybody is
careful the way your mother is
about spoilage. You're used to a
spotless house, you don't begin
to know what goes on in restau-
rants. Do you know why your
mother when we go to the Chink's
wil never sit facing the kitchen?
Because I don't want to see what
goes on back there. Alex, you must
wash everything, is that clear?
Everythng! . . .

SmaI wonder, therefore, that
poor Alex felt himself morbid and
weak. Repressed, he shakes with
fear and begins to wonder whether
these persecutions are similar to
those suffered by world Jewry for
two milennia. He can find little rest
and no peace. Forever dejected,
he harbors feelings of hate and dis-
gust at such performances by his
Jewish mother who lives only to
frighten, to cajole, to suppress, and
to castigate him. Unable to with-
stand this constant pressure, Alex,

like her anxious and frustrated,
considers himself "crippled." Lame
and scared, he believes the early
years of his childhood were spent

in a "lunatic asylum" with his
sister Hannah the "only person
whom he could talk to." (Shades
of Holden Caulfield in Catcher in
the Rye!). Hence, overcome with

revulsion for a mother who made
life miserable, he cries hysterically
to his analyst: "I'm living in the

middle of a Jewish joke! . : . only
it ain't no joke . . . make me
whole!"

That such unwholesome mothers
are plentiful in real life is beyond
question. They are found every-
where: on the lower and upper
East side, in Newark, and, in even
greater numbers, in Scarsdale. They
spread their fluttering wings every-
where, hovering lovingly and un-
lovingly over a vast array of dis-
contented children who, exceeding-

ly conscious of the widening "gen-

eration gap," fid the "couch" the

last refuge of the inhibited mind.

And when these children finally
free themselves, if ever, their moth-
ers, the overreachers, spread their

wings even further and invade Tem-
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pIe governing boards, social and

political clubs and, of course, sis-
terhoods, "vying with twenty other
Jcwish women to be the patron
saint(s) of self-sacrifice."

And yet, what is questionable,

despite a genuine wilingness "to
suspend disbelief," is the thought
that Sophic Portnoy might not pos-
sibly be considered by many read-
ers as no more than a stereotype
of the Jewish mother. They might
think her reaL. And there lies one
of the saddest aspects of Roth's

joke which, though admittedly fun-
ny, wil gradually become stale
and, even worse, be forgotten. For
there is surely more to a Jewish

mother than is given us here. A
cursory glance at her life from
Biblical times to our own, would
easily reveal that hcr significance

far exceeds, of all things, a joke.

Her selfless contribution to the wel-
fare of hcr family and people has

long ago been recorded in the
blood and ink of history. There is,
we know, a more authentic view
of the Jewish mother readily avail-
able in a multitude of sources, an-

cicnt and modern.
Because the sources are many,

choosing one becomes diffcult. One
could actually begin anywherc.
But, for reasons which, we trust,
wil at once be obvious, we turn
not to the ancients or the moderns
but to a contemporary writer -
Mr. Alfred Kazin - one of Amer-
ica's most distinguished and genu-
inely perceptive critics. A member,
like Roth, of that same group of
intellectuals who, ever since the
second World War, have dominated
the American literary scene -
earning themselves the dubious dis-
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tinction of being called by some
the "Jewish Mafia" - Mr. Kazin,
in the New York Review of Books,
was lavish in his praise of Port-
noy's Complaint, referring to it,
among other things, as "a touching
as well as hilariously lewd work."
This, of course, should not surprise

us. Anything published by this
"group" always receives - often
from one another - immediate
recognition and always, even if not
approved, a healthy measure of
respcct. Besides, Mr. Kazin also
grew up in a ghetto - Brownsville

- which, if not as gilded as Roth's

Newark, was plagued by some of
the same conditions. And both, of
course, had Jewish mothers.

But here, to be sure, all similar-
ity cnds, For, when Mr. Kazin,
academically established and her-
alded, came to record the trials of
his youth in that most memorable
autobiography A Walker in the
City, he portrays an altogether dif-
ferent picture of his mother than
the one he praises in Portnoy's

Complaint. If decidedly not "hilari-
ously lewd," his portrait is certainly
more touching and, one suspects,
wil be more lasting than Roth's.
Reading Mr. Kazin's description of
his mother, one cannot help but
recognize, at once, that, despite all
complaints, he displays a sympathy
and understanding of "home" and
"mother" that Roth, either because
of temperament, or upbringing, or
both, cannot now or ever appreci-
ate and record. It begins with the

memory of what once was the cen-
ter of home - the kitchen:

The kitchen gave a special charac-
ter to our lives; my mother's char-
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acter. AIl my memories of that
kitchen are dominated by the near-
ness of my mother sitting all day
long at her sewing machine, by
the clocking of the treadle against
the linoleum floor, by the patient
twist of her right shoulder as she
automatically pushed at the wheel
with one hand or lifted the foot
to free the needle where it had got
stuck in a thick piece of materiaL.
The kitcben was her life. Year by
year, as I began to take in her
fantastic capacity for labor and
her anxious zeal, I realied it was
ourselves she stitched together . . .

And much later, apparently,
when Mr. Kazin was long past be-
ing gushingly sentimental, when he
was writing of Blake and Dylan
Thomas, of Fitzgerald and Hem-
ingway, Erich Hcller and Edmund
Wilson, and a host of othcr poets,
novelists, and critics, he returns as-
tonishingly to the pervasive truth

that more than kinship bound him
to his hard working mother. It is
more than respect or honor or ad-
miration or virtue; it is that some-
thing which, of late, has come sad-
ly - nay, tragically - to mean the
bizarre, the odd, the weird, but
once was, in its purest form, the
essence of all parent-child, mother-
son relationships; it is, in short,

love. Mr. Kazin tells it best:

. . . All day long in the kitchen ~y
mother and I loved each other II
measures of tribulation well-worn
as the Kol Nidre. We looked to
each other for support; we recog-
nized each other with a mutual
sympathy and irritation; each of
us bore some part of the other
like a guarantee that the othcr
would never die. I stammered, she
used to say, because she stam-
mered; when she was happy, the
air on the block tasted new. I
could never really take it in that

there had been a time, even in
der heym, when she had been sim-
ply a woman alone, with a lie in
which I had no part.

Of course, to expect Roth to
write this way would be, to say the
least, unfair. To demand that would
be as ludicrous as asking why, say,

Wilfrid Owen is no John Milton.
No two men, let alone writers, are,
or can ever be, or write, the same.

But what we may justifiably ask
is what in these two works might
offer, at least, a clue to their con-
dition as sons? What in the recol-
lection of their past gives some

meaning of their present or, bctter
stil, of their Jewish attitudes? Of

the many revelations that distin-
guish them, there is one passage
in A Walker in the City that, more
than any other, offers, perhaps, as
much an explanation of Mr. Ka-
zin's attitude to his mother as it
does of Roth's. It revcals, appar-

ently, why the formcr writes so un-
derstandingly, so movingly of his
home experiences, while the latter
is so bitter, so harsh, so intolerable,
and forever singing his "Jewish
blues."

To be sure, the custom discussed

in this passage is not, within the

general context of Jewish religious
law, of major significance. It deals
with the lighting of a memorial, or
yahrzeit, candle each year on the
anniversary of a parent's or other

family member's death. But, how-

ever minimal an act, its effect
should never be minimized. Some-

times, that is the sole remnant of
a giant tradition stil functioning

in many a Jewish home. And, al:
though Mr. Kazin also noticed that
his mother's sewing machine "whir-
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red down a little only on Satur-
days and holy days," what did have
an overpowering effect on him
were, however, just these very
candles lit each year. It added
greatly to his adoration of his

mother. He tells us as much:

Twice a year, on the anniversaries
of her parents' deaths, my mother
placed on top of the ice-box an
ordinary kitchen glass packed with
wax, the Y ortsayt, and lit the
candle in it. Sitting at the kitchen
table over my homework, I would
look across the threshold to that
mourning glass, and sense tht for
my mother the distance from our
kitchen to der haym, from life to
death, was only a flame's length
away. Poor as we were, it was not
poverty that drove my mother so
hard; it was loneliness-some end-
less bitter brooding over all those
left behind, dead or dying or soon
to die; a loneliness locked up in
her kitchen that dwelt every day
on the hazards of life and the
nearness of death, but stil kept
struggling in the lock, trying to
get us through by endless labor.

As a result, he, too, felt himself
forever burning - to live, to get
through, to make good - with a
candle lighting his way.

No less than Mr. Kazin, Roth,
too, was eager to get through, to
make good, even if, at first, it was
Sophie who pressured him inces-
santly to do so. But, in his meteor-

ic rise, he, like countless others,

left everything Jewish behind, if,
indeed, there was ever anything left
to leave behind. The flame that
guided him came from a gilded
chandelier, not the flickering flame

of a candle, real or symbolic. No
wonder, then, that, already suc-

cessful beyond anything he ever in
his wildest imagination anticipated,
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Roth should, amid all his ranting
and raving, beg the psychiatrist to
make him "whole again."

II

What was fragmented for Port-
noy was not only his strange re-
lationship with his possessive moth-
er but also, because of her, his

views of religion. His case of "ar-
rested development" applied to his
"oedipal drives" as well as to his

knowledge and appreciation of clas-
sic Judaism. That this knowledge

is pathetically limited is obvious;

it indicates, at best, no more than
a minimal Jewish education, if even
that, and, at worst, a woeful dis-
tortion of the truth.

Equating all religion with his
parents, he is determined to act
the Freudian hero, "a man who
stands up manfully against his fath"
er and in the end victoriously ov-
ercomes him." Governed, he con-
fesses, by the "pleasure principle"

in which his entire psychical ac-

tivity is bent upon procuring pleas-
ure and avoiding pain, Portnoy de-

mands that we "put the Id back
in Yid" and thus "liberate this nice
Jewish boy's libido." Hence, laws,

customs, rituals become, for him,
symbols of deepest oppression
which he must reject totally. Or,
as he shouts at his mother: "Where
did you get the idea that the most

wonderful thing I could be in life
was obedient?"

Of all the rules, Portnoy singles

out the Jewish dietary laws - all

others, apparently he discards with
utter abandon - for disobedience,

derision, and disdain. These, like his
mother, he fids most oppressive:
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What else, I ask you, were all these
prohibitive dietary rules and regu-
lations all about to begin with,
what else but to give us little Jew-
ish children practice in being re-
pressed? Practice, darling, practice,
practice, practice. Inhibition doesn't
grow on trees, you know - takes
patience, takes concentration, takes
a dedicated and self-sacrificing
parent and a hard-working atten-
tive little-child to create in only a
few years' time a really constrained
and tight-ass human being. Why
else the two sets of dishes? Why
else the kosher soap and salt? Why
else, I ask you, but to remind us
three times a day, that life is
boundaries and restrictions if its
anything, hundreds of thousands of
little rules laid down by none other
than None Other, rules which you
obey without question, regardless
of how idotic they may appear
(and thus remain, by obeying, in
His good graces), or you trans-
gress . . . only with the strong
likelihood (my father assures me)
that come next Yom Kippur and
the names are written in the big
book where He writes the names
of those who are going to get to
live unti the following September
. . . and 10, your own precious
name ain't among them . . . And it
doesn't make any difference either
. . . how big or how small the rule
is that you break. . . it's the simple
fact of waywardness, and that
alone, that He absolutely cannot
stand, and which He does not for-
get either, when He sits angrly
down . . . and begins to leave the
names out of that book.

Such comments, because they total-
ly miss the mark, as any review
of the Maimonidean Book of Holi-
ness wil immediately indicate,
gives the reader, to use Portnoy's

phrase, a "smashing, miserable
headache." And not only because

he seem to be echoing the tired

old Freudian cliche of God being
a father substitute and thus, in

Roth's scheme of themes, the prop-
er subject for ridicule and sick

humor. One would expect, even
in so long a sick mama-papa joke,
less of such rabble, babble.

But, then again, perhaps not!

Why expect more? After all,
Roth has already revealed his un-
derstanding of Judaism long be-
fore the publication of Portnoy's

Complaint. This revelation helps
explain, somewhat, the negative
views of Jews and Judaism that
pervade his work. What is surpris-
ing, of course, is that none of the
critics - those few, that is, who

were, in print, profoundly irritated
by some of his rabble - seemed to
recall the views he saw fit to print.
It bears consideration.

In the spring of 1961, Commen-
tary printed a symposium - one
of its periodic features supposedly

aimed at giving its readers a giant
smorgasbord of differing opinions
to nibble at leisurely, with enough
fare to satisfy any and all tastes -

entitled "Jewishness and the
Younger Intellectuals." It brought
together under one tent "a random
group of the most talented and
most articulate younger intellectu-
als of Jewish birth (italics mine.
M.W.) in America" to display their
candid answers to a series of spe-
cifc questions posed by the editor.
(Incidentally, the more recent one
on the "State of Jewish Belief'
published some three years ago
contained, surprisingly, the views

of Jews not only by birth but of
conviction and commitment). Roth,
of course, was among the invited.
Of the six major questions posed,
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he chose to address himself, in the
main, to two of them: "whether
he feels a sense of historical rever-
ence to the Jewish tradition and
does this include an involvement

in the Jewish community." Roth
gave a curious reply:

There does not seem to me a com-
plex of values or aspirations or
beliefs that continue to connect one
Jew to another in our country, but
rather an ancient and powerful
disbelief, which, if it is not fashion-
able or wise to assert in public, is
no less powerful for being under-

ground: that is, the rejection of
Jesus as Savior. . . And wherein
my fellow Jews reject Jesus as the
supernatural enjoy of God, I feel
a kinship with them. . . The result
is that we are bound together, I
to my fellow Jews, my fellow Jews
to me, in a relationship that is pe-
culiarly enervating and unviable . . .

What distortion! Imagine believ-
ing that, of all the events of Jew-
ish history, the rejection of Jesus

alone sustains the kinship of a
people. How enervating! How un-
viable! To be sure, the mass mur-
ders, inquisitions, pogroms, and
genocidc of ancicnt, mediaeval and
modern times would, even if never
prohibited by the laws of idolatry,
force an innocent people to reject
a strange God who inspires cru-
sades. But, surely, a simple Sunday
school review of Jewish history
would convince even the least sus-
pecting, that there were positive
forces in Jewish history, notably its
written and oral law, land, customs,
traditions, culture and writings,
among other things, which forged
the destiny of the Jewish people and,
despite all persecution, caused their
survival and, in recent times, polit-
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ical revivaL.

And when he states further that
"neither reverence toward the tra-
dition, nor reverent feelings about
the Jewish past seem to me suf-
cient to bind American Jews to-

gether today," Roth is compound-
ing his egregious crrors. What he
seems to be implying, in effect, is,
that sensibilty and experience,

rather than revealed utterances,
tradition and authority, and even
reason, have become the sources
of understanding and identity. It is
no longer the covenant, he believes,
that gives confirmation. But what
Roth and most of the other "Jcw-
ish novelists" writing in America
today - with the possible excep-

tion of Bellow who once studied
Talmud - fails to understand is
that despite all his ties - voca-
tion, neighborhood, city, country,
political belief and family - the
Jew, in his complicated relation to
his past must come to terms not
only with culture and history but
with religion as well. But since Roth
cannot or wil not "find a true and
honest place in the history of be-

lievers that begins with Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob on the basis of
the heroism of thcse believers or
of their humiliations and anguish,"
he naturally spurns, mocks, and re-
jects, in the character of Portnoy,
not only the dietary laws but all
else connected with the faith of

Judaism.
This rejection, he claims, wil

foster his search for identity. But

this rejection, we know, is not new:
it is indigenous to every generation,
especially the ones that had lived
through the immigrant experience

- an experience with an inner
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anxety and hope. Let us recall that
the fathers, those, that is, who ar-
rived here at the end of the nine-

teenth and beginning of the twen-

tieth century retained a good part
of their European traditions. Some
of their sons, particularly those

whose lives were shaped by the
Twenties and the depression of the
Thirties, were deeply involved in
radical activity. As a result, boun-
danes of their fathers' culture came
immediately into question, effecting
simultaneously a repudiation of the

synagogue, the flight from the par-
ents' language, the rejection of their
authority, all of it intensified by

the fact that both were living in a
strange land.

In its hunger for experience, that
generation broke into two: one
went the way of Hollywood, catch-
ing the world by its tail and using
money as salt; the other embraced
Marxism. For the former, reality
proved empty enough; for the lat-
ter, who expected that revolution-
ary Marxism could be a vehicle for
expericnce, found themselves
caught in a net of abstractions and

slogans and, what is worse, a net
of political betrayal. In either case,

however, that generation, it must
be carefully noted, had, at the very
least, the benefit of moorings
whence to set saiL. The generation
gap between fathers and sons was,
indeed, deep and wide but there
existed for both some perception

of the world they were rejecting.
But what is so pathetic is that

the generation of the Second World
War and after - Roth's generation

- and, we might add, that of the

Fifties as well as the Sixties, does

not even have that! These newer

generations, too, consider them-

selves alien and, we keep hearing
constantly, are seeking their iden-
tity. They, interestingly, also broke
into two: one group moved to sub-
urbia where one sees the signs of
a false parochialism, the thin ve-

neer of identity which rubs off at
first contact with the world. The
other, and younger group, seek its
identity in the cacophony of gui-
tars and soul music, of rock and

gyrations and, of course, in flowers,
nudity, filth, and all manner of hip-
sterism and yipeeism, pot, L.S.D.,
heroin and hashish. And many of
this gcneration - including, alas,

some Jews - are members of the
"New Radical Left," who seek to
overthrow whatever sanity stil ex-
ists in society. But, in all this des-
perate search for new experiences,

this generation is totally unaware
of its moorings; the previous one,

however, despite all its revolt, at
least was acquainted with some of
its past.

Little wonder, therefore, that
Roth, despite his enormous writing
talent, should, in discussing any as-
pect of Judaism, display a knowl-

edge as empty as anything uttered
by the "flower boys" of our day.

As Daniel Bell once ably summed
it up: "Just as there is something

sorry about individuals who be-
come 'counter-revolutionaries' with-
out having been 'revolutionaries' -

accepting someone else's rancor as
one's own - so there is something
pathetic about proclaiming one's

alienation without having known
the world one is rejecting." And
they key word is "knowing."
Whether from Newark or Scars-
dale, those who are forever seeking
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their identity must, in rejecting all
inherited values, remember that,
prior to anything else, knowledge

through reading, seeing, asking, dis-
cussing, and thinking comes first
and foremost.

Addressing himself directly and
specifically to college students in
the mid-Fiftes, the late Ludwig
Lewisohn, himself once intimately
acquainted with revolt and disbe-

lief, wrote his own little "Guide,"
What is this Heritage? In it, he
lays heaviest stress, as indeed he
must, on knowing, without which

Judaism or, for that matter, any

other subject cannot be mastered

or rejected. Though a truism, it
bears, for obvious reasons, repeti-
tion:

Youth must read so as to let the
infuence of a book really flow into
the mind and heart. You cannot
read with profit if you read com-
batively, disputatiously. First one
must learn. Only later can one
argue and disagree. You cannot
truly read the great classics, an-
cient or modern, of the Jewish
people . . . or, in truth, any other
classics . . . with the dark and out-
dated prejudices brought from your
secularist High Schools . . . Yes,
reading and nght reading is core
and center . . . So, since you mas-
ter all other subjects through
books, it is evident that you must
find your way back to Jewish
knowledge and Jewish existence
and Jewish integrity though books
as well.

And because Roth, and the gen-
eration following his, lost his way
by failng to read the classics, he
writes about Judaism as a minor.

Whatever he knows, he obviously
learned either from his parents who
themselves knew little or other sec-
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ondary sources. Rejecting them,he
rcjected, naturally, whatever else
he connected with them, including,
of course, religion.

IV

Utterly dissatisfied, then, with
his knife-swinging mother, defecat-
ing father, and his repressive re-

ligion, Alexander Portnoy wil now
seek to fulfl his "extreme sexual

longings" by seducing Wasp girls.
Deeply envious of the Wasps and
secretly wishing he were one and
had "their authority without the
temper. Virtue without the self-
congratulation. Confidence sans
swagger or condescension," Port-
noy must compensate by doing the
next best thing: he'll break every

gentie girl's heart. He, Alexander
the Great, wil conquer at least
with his body, half of which is
"stil undigested halvah and hot
pastrami, from Newark, N. J." the
Botticelli-like maidens, "all Repub-
lican refinement," from New Ca-
naan, Connecticut. Thus, he hopes
to prove that Portnoy can outsmart,
outmaneuver and eventually con-
quer Wasp America where he, the
"happy Yiddel," is not accepted.

"My manifest destiny, he tells us,
is to seduce a girl in each of forty-
eight states."

And then we get pages full of
his "manifest destiny" which, of

course, has greatly contributed to
Roth's current fame. Except for
the anticipated Thanksgiving week-
end at the Camp bells which is hi-
lariously funny, the trouble with
describing Portnoy's sexual exer-

cises in conquest is not so much
their constancy as their boredom.
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Like Lady Chatterley's Lover, the
resort to repetition just tires the
reader who cannot be expected to
tolerate too long the toilet as a
sanctum, and the puerile glee of
peeping into bedrooms as a pleas-
ure dome. And what is so amazing
is that Portnoy, the conqueror of

America at 33, is himself dissatis-
fied. He is stil an alien, engaged

in endless self-hate, who would like
desperately to convince himself
that he must be, but really never

is, more than a Newark graduate.

He questions himself: How have I
come to be such an enemy and
flayer of myself? . . . Nothing but
self! Locked up in me! Yes, I have
to ask myself . . ., what has be-

come of my purposes, those decent
and worthwhile goals? . . .

As these questions rush in on
him, he is being speedily carried

aloft in an EI Al jet headed for

IsraeL. There, in the land of former
generations that has bloomed from
a desert into a garden, he hoped

"to convert (himself) from this
bewildered runaway into a man
once again - in control of (his J
wil, conscious of (his J intentions,
loing as (he J wished, not as (he J
must." And what he saw was to
him a startling revelation, as if,
suddenly, he had received some
shock treatment; as if his madden-
ing preoccupation with the "pleas-
ure-principle," which had made of
him an irrational being, forcing him
to lust after the pleasures of the

body, were suddenly lifted. He
could see again, and think again,

and, happily, admit to some sort
of improvement: "Everything I
saw, I found I could assimilate and
understand. It was history, it was

nature, it was art."
What impressed Portnoy most in

Israel is the fact, that he, who al-
ways desired to be a Wasp and
failed, now found himself in "a
Jewish country" where, to his sur-
prise, "everybody is Jewish." And
what is even, for him, even more
significant: there, everyone is "a
Jewish wasp," implying, of course,
that he feels himself no longer an
alien. So fantastic is this revelation
that he thinks it could only be a
dream. And, because the term
"Jewish country" is better expressed
than understood, he sums up his'
initial reaction in a pun: "Alex in
Wonderland."

Wonder of wonders! Something
strange happens to Portnoy, to
whom "everything happens," in this
new, exotic land. For the first time
in his life he finds himself, after

being scorned by two girls with
whom he makes contact, impotent!
"How's that for symbolism?" he
asks himself in wry self-mockery.

Though the mockery may not be
too significant, the symbolism de-
cidedly is. What he means to say,
we believe, is that his sexual in-
stincts faced, for once, the educa-
tive influence of reality! The ob.
stinancy with which he, heretofore,
pursued pleasure was so powerful
that he was totally inaccessible to
any influence, least of all his par-
ents or his Wasp environment. Now
that he came face to face with ne-
cessity - and if anything motivates

Israel it is necessity, the necessity

of survival, of self-preservation -

Portnoy's ego might become con-
scious of its other, in this case,

subdued half, namely, the "reality
principle." At such a meeting,
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Freud tells us, "the ego learns that
it must inevitably go without im-

mediate satisfaction, postpone grati-
fication, learn to endure a degree
of pain, and altogether renounce

certain sources of pleasure. Thus

trained, the ego becomcs 'reason-

able,' is no longer controlled by the
'pleasure principle,' but follows the
reality-principle!' The transition
from the 'pleasure-principle' to the
'reality-principle' is one of the most
important advances in the develop-

ment of the ego."
Small wonder that Portnoy feels

impotent, spent, and "humiliated"
when Miriam, one of the Sabras he
picked up on the road, recognizes

that he is unhappy and, what is
even more humilating, that he is
stil a "baby." The conqucror as
baby is now forced to listen to her
catignations, her disapproval of his
life and his pleasure seeking, and

the "pride he takes in making him-
self the bull of all his own peculiar
sense of humor." Of greater signi-
ficance is her uncanny analysis of
the reasons for his unhappiness,

for his failures, for his self -depre-

ciating manner. After a night of
talk, Portnoy is finally revealed to
himself:

I was the epitome of what was
most shameful in the "culture of
the Diaspora." Those centuries and
centures of homelessness had pro-
duced just that disagreeable men
as myself - frightened, defensive,
self-deprecating, unmanned and
corrupted by lie in the gentile
world. It was Diaspora Jews just
like myself who had gone by the
milions to the gas chambers with-
out ever raising a hand against
their persecutors, who did not
know enough to defend their lives
with their blood. The Diaspora . . .
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Told, further, that he is a self-
hating Jew, a coward and a shle-
miel, he leaves her muttering more
of his four letter words and tellng
her quite bluntly that he is "pretty
tired of never being quite good

enough for The Chosen People!"
And then, just as quickly, he re-
verts back to his old self. Naomi
is his mother with a mask. This
sobering moment is also part of
the big joke. In fact, the last sec-

tion of this novel carrying the Is-
raeli episode is, ironically, entitled
"exile." The land, its people, and
its problems interest him only fleet-
ingly.

So, carried along in his stream

of consciousness, Portnoy engages

finally in a little more self-justifica-
tion by moralizing about the ridicu-
lous disproportion of his guilt.
After all, why not condemn those
who gleefully infict wounds each
day on defenseless persons? Why
pick on Portnoy? He wil, there-
forc, get his last laugh yet. So,

when the police, like the devils in
Faustus, arrive to claim him for
his debt, he does "his thing" a
final time. Thus, like Mrs. Bloom's
"Yes" at the end of Ulysses, Port-

noy afrms the "pleasure-princi-
ple," the fulfiment of his "extreme
sexual longings" with a long, long

Ahhhh!!!

v
That this volatile novel of sexual

confession is subject to sharp dis-
agreement is certain. And we are
not alluding here, let us hastily add,
to the sharp attacks of anti-Semi-

tism hurled at Roth from almost

every pulpit in the country. First of
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all, if we are to believe his own
confession in that now famous in-
terview with George Plimpton,
printed in the New York Times
Book Review, he considers it "his
good fortune in being a Jew." For
him, that means a "complicated,
interesting, morally demanding and
singular experience." In fact, he

even claims that it has "enriched

his life." Of course, he may have
said all of this with tongue-in-cheek
(cheek?). In any event, just what
that enrichment is is, of course,

anyone's guess. Second, despite all
the accusations, one tends to doubt
seriously whether this novel could
add much, if anything, to the anti-
Semitism which is, today, suffcient-
ly deep and widespread, both here

and abroad. What Portnoy's Com-
plaint sufers from more than any-
thing else, then, is, as already in-
dicated, ignorance.

But what is truly disturbing in
this novel is that a writer of Roth's
conspicuous talents should, to use
Judge Woolsey's felicitous phrase,
write "dirt for dirt's sake." To be
sure, though sexuality as a subject
has been available to us since
Joyce, Portnoy's spellg out of
functions everybody knows in
words that six-year-olds now use
cannot possibly be construed as art.
Of course, Roth, citing Conrad,
argues that, in discussing the pur-

pose of art, one must immediately
distinguish between "the solution
of the problem and the correct
presentation of the problem," with
only the latter being "obligatory

on the artist." True! But what Roth
does not cite is that there is also
in ar an element of truth. And the

tnith we especially expect literature

to convey to us by its multifarious
mode of communication, as Mr.
Triling once remarked, "is the
truth of the self, and also the truth
about the self, about the conditions
of its existence, its survival, its de-

velopment." And if, as Portnoy ob-
sessively claims, one of these truths
is the toilet, it surely does not fol-
low, nor is it necessary, nor is it
a condition of existence, that he
must examine, lovingly, the bowl
beneath.

And there is yet another disturb-
ing quality about this work which
further removes it from the true

real of art: Portnoy's excessive

use of four-letter words. Needless

to say, many people, especially
when under duress, wil explode
with an expletive. So, if one suffers
from an oppressive mother and
constipated father, the temptation

to use such words is all the strong-
er. Nevertheless, despite all the

nasty stuff in man, Roth fails to
understand, apparently, that our
infatuation with four-letter words

does not enhance the necessary
bodily functions but, on the con-

trary, abuses them. It was Walter
Kerr, the drama critic, reviewing
this year's theater season, with its
nudity and four letterdom, who ar-
gues this very point:

Four-letter words are not direct or
precise terms, as some of their
champions have maintained. They
are reverse euphemisms. An ordin-
ary euphemism is a deliberately
soft word meant to make sex or
any other natural activity prettier
than it is. A reverse euphemism is
a deliberately harsh word meant
to make it uglier than it is, to show
contempt for it. Most phrases
scrawled on latrine walls sneer at
the body. They do not celebrate
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it. Most grafti having to do with
the sex act mock it. There is neith-
er joy nor casual acceptance of
fact in four lelterdom. There is
something closer to resentment,
even hatred.

And it must be hatred, one is
forced to conclude, that undoubtc

edly forms as much of Roth's at-
titudes to sex as it does to speech.

Like so many other novelists -
Vidal, for one - Roth labors under
another misconception, namely,
that lurid descriptions of sex are

either erotic or funny. This mis-
conception is also harbored on and
off-Broadway where actors cavort
in the nude in, for example, "Hair,"
"Swcet Eros," and the recently
mOTe sensational "Oh Calcutta,"
presuming all the while that this
is theater or art when, in truth, it
is nothing more than an expensive

exercise in titilation. In fact, Rich-
ard Watts, Jr., one of America's

most perceptive drama critics, in
one of his recent pieces, "Obser-

vations on Stage Nudity," expresses

similar shock at what now passes
for art:

The great misconception about
nudity in the theater is the belief
that it is inherently either exciting-

ly erotic or tremendously funny.
I doubt in this new era of per-
missiveness there are many play-
goers left who are more shocked
by the sight of an unclad a~to! t~an
by the sound of those irritating
four-letter words, but there are
plenty other reasons for objectig
to what I think is a pretty idotic
fad. One important justification for
the disapproval is the way in which
a performer in the buff is regarded
as a substitute for genuine talent
. . . Even the presumable shock
value of nudity speedily disappears
. . . I'm optimistic enough to feel
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the peepshow fad wil soon die
out of boredom.

These arguments notwithstand-
ing Roth would steadfastly maintain
that there is, indced, in every adult,
in every child, a hard irreducible

stubborn core of biological urgency
and biological necessity and bio-
logical reason which culture cannot
reach, which reserves the right to
judge the culture and resist and re-
vise it. Thus, every man, like the
protagonist in Dostoevski's Notes

from Underground, must confess
"I am a sick man." By that the
Russian novelist, at least, meant to
convey not only the protagonist's
immediate liver ailment but that
the irrational in man is as valid
as the rational; that the "pleasure-

principle" as purposeful as the "re-
ality-principle;" that evil as signi-

ficant as the good. In fact, Dos-

toevski's nameless man defines his
malady: "At the very moment
when I am most capable of feeling
every refinement of all that is good
and beautiful . . . it would, as

though of design, happen to me
not only to fel but to do such ugly
things . . . the more conscious I

was of goodness and of all that
was good and beautiful, the more
deeply I sank into my mire and
the more ready I was to sink in it
altogether . . . it was not accidental
in me, but as though it were bound
to be so . . ."

And yet, we must never lose
sight of the fact that Dostoevski's

hero is ambivalent: if he is wild,

neurotic, hopelessly trapped and
torn by conficting criminal and

ethical impulses, he also recognizes,
simultaneously, that his chaotic
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state is the mother of hs redemp-
tion, The pit is a prelude to re-

birth; sin, the basis of saintliness.

And that is precisely what Portnoy
lacks. To scek gratification for all
his sexual desires is valid if, at
the same time, he were, at least,
to equate these desires with reality.
For the transition from the "pleas-

ure-principle" to the "reality-prin-
ciple" is, we know, one of the most
important advances in the develop-

ment of the ego. But that develop-

ment is lacking, alas, in Portnoy.
He nevcr seems to understand that
man is not a mere creature of bi-
ology.

Furthermore, the scverest criti-
cism of Roth's characterization
rests on the fact that it does not

take into account what is esscn-

tially the essence of all great art,
namely, the play of opposites. The

more violent the contraries, Ed-
mund Wilson often reminds us, the
greater the work of art. And
there are no "contraries" in Port-

noy: it is all "pleasure." As a re-

sult, he becomes a one dimensional
figure: disagreeable, without com-
passion, a smart-aleck, cruel and,

of course, foul-mouthed. That is

his "undcrground." But where is
the "above ground," so to speak?

Because the humane, the decent,
the compassionate is entirely lack-
ing, and because we sensc nowhere
the violence within him of any
contraries vital to all great charac-

terization, he proves to be dull
and, eventually, uninteresting.

Portnoy's fate, therefore, is to
be forgottcn. Like other peep-
shows currently popular, this novel
wil soon die out of boredom -
it is, in fact, already slipping down
the greasy pole of the best seller
lists. And when all the laughter at
the biggest Jewish mothcr-father

joke to end all such jokes wil be
wiped off the faces of countless
readers and gossips, Portnoy's
Complaint, despite all its hilarity,
wil be flushed down the muddy
waters into some sunless sea.
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